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Philippa Armstrong

Animal Kingdom
From the Editor

When one of our writers in the weekly writing class
suggested animal kingdom as the theme for the summer
edition of Roomers, our active imaginations leapt
instantly to lurid images of wild animals. Flesh ripping
tigers, hypnotic unblinking snakes, yellow crocodile eyes
watching patiently from the mud. A little silly I know.
But then we got past our boys and girls own adventure
moment and asked ourselves what is an animal? It’s
something that eats food for survival. What do you class
as an animal? Mammals, amphibians, insects, reptiles,
birds and fish. And even sponges. Right. So pretty much
anything that breathes. Excellent. Yet another wide-open
theme to work with.

I want to thank all the wonderful people who contribute
their writing to Roomers, I also want to thank our talented
tutors for their wonderful writing workshops. We are so
fortunate to have the support of such inspiring writers and
to be able to provide free workshops week after week.
And thank you to the generous funding bodies who help to
ensure our survival through grants.

Welcome to the summer edition of Roomers. Animal
Kingdom: where anything that breathes and eats is fair
game. In this collection, as well as our regular contributors,
we have writing from some new contributors: some of the
men who live at 482 Williamstown Road, tapping into a
rich new vein of writing.

See you in 2013.

I also want to thank the generous mystery person who
sent Roomers $100 through the mail anonymously. You
know who you are. Roomers survives through one-off
grants, donations and subscriptions and every bit makes
a difference.

They have been a long time coming, but from March 31st
2013 the new minimum standards for Victorian rooming
houses come into effect. Consumer Affairs Victoria has
written an article for Roomers explaining what the new
regulations are and what you can do to protect your rights.
The article is at the back of the magazine and has clear and
practical information.
Roomers will be shutting shop for summer on the 18th
December and resuming Tuesday 29th January 2013. It
has been a very productive year for us at Roomers and

Animal Kingdom: King of Beasts / My hand copy of an Encyclopedia Britannica Image
David Hughes
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I watch too much news
by Dean Briggs

We’re all going to hell in a Globally televised Gucci knock
off handbag,
140 channels live!
aaarrrgggghhh!
LOL!
Simulcast around the world!
The downward descent will be rewardingly interactively
turbulent. Possibly mildly
distracting. Definitely
inconveniencing.
Some may even get aroused.
Please place your head
between your knee’s and
kiss your regularly waxed,
fragrantly perfumed, recently
irrigated, surgically enhanced
TMZ asses goodbye.
Don’t forget to tweet!..
Seriously!
Thing is?
Out of that seven billion
stories and counting there
is only a small percentage
of individuals who can
afford not to kiss their asses
goodbye and get away with it.
On the plus side they mostly
belong to elitist cults!
On the down side there is
an inhumane percentage of
humanity who only know
suns up, suns down. WORK.
Don’t know what anal waxing
or weekly bleaching is? Can’t
even afford to buy the hyper
fashion magazines telling them what they’re missing
out on.
Or after a long and careful consideration of those that
can afford magazine subscriptions, they would be forced
into the situation of having to sell a kidney to afford a
butt-enhancement procedure at heavily discounted black
marketed Residential Third World Off season Rates.
(Corruption would be so much easier if everyone spoke
English, put a hit on their One God and focused on stock
market data streaming. Alas! And there is no reason not
for it. Not in this day and age!)

Cunningly!
The Modern Living Gods of Affluence and the Associated.
Ensconced with well financiered P.R consorts. Strut with
the likes of:
Well celebrator meaning attempts.
Peacocks with accountancy skills and
Masters of the Politically Correct Hijack. Who hijack!
Now feebly stand in a truly
electronic democratised
franchise lease agreement.
Over a society of their own
creation.
Where opinion counts over
content. Digital cunts can
text and can be heard?
Around the world
instantaneously.
God is no longer needed.
LONG LIVE COCA COLA
long live truth in fashion
and trend.
JUST LEARN TO SELL AND
ARM TWIST. Without the
headlines.....behind every
throne there lies.............?
Related Affluent Corporate
technological societies float
by on a multi corporate
fairground youth inspired
junket indulgency.
That’s where the bucks are!
Never looking behind at the
jetsam, abandoned in their
auspicious beckoned wake.
Surrounded by Sponsors
or partner/pimps of Multi Media spruiking whores: that
inevitable dance on the live table of cable titillation.
Where is the future of truth.
Bring it on Mother Fucker!
The deliberate flashing lights and Chaotic fractal noise and
the deadly heady smells of burger grease and fries keeps
attentions focused on the prized gold carrot.
That’s dangled since the invention of frontal lobes,
man-made time and greed. And a shit load of patter!
Thats lasted down the ages.
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DON’T STOP THE MUSIC!
Carbon based organisms are relying on oxygen to burn, the
writhing of life. The distance of a flame, dancing down to
the ground.
Let the good times
experimentally roll on.
You can thank your
own particular God for
expiry dates.
We all become Strata!
The oil of our
forefathers on
the wheel of the
mighty progress/
name your God/
self merchandisable
interest machine is
thinning with the
demand of the last
fifty years of science
fiction writers and the
ruthless.
You can smell the
friction. Maintenance and repairs is a glib department,
they’ve just mastered the art of standing still yet still
looking busy years ago!
‘Dividends’ is the only word spoken with whispered relish,
slightly engorged
organs and moistened
mouths by those who
view politicians just as
whores or clowns.
Or both at once.
Drunken on exhausting
wealth through lies,
Our true psychopathic
(just looking after
the interest of the
shareholders) masters
beautify themselves
and with coy pretence
call for unceasing
attention, respect and
grudging admiration.
Reminding us that they
are after all.
Only corporately
human.
While ‘Many’ more than Ten major C.E.O’s counting on
their fat fingers and toes, barely get enough daily food to
fart! Have no idea if they will be blown up or torn apart,
or just give up and surrender to the fragility that is the
politically moving mantels of said ‘progress’ to an already
jaded idea of democracy.

A masculine transitory ageless link! Territory,
the constant fault line.
Fine one day, fucked up the next. Reality on the door step.
A continuing Madness. The hand of the Bully that takes
pleasure in repression.
And loses no sleep.
(That’s what you get
when you climb down
out of the Darwinian
tree).
How many dead
brothers and sisters
can one Child pray for!
Greed and Fervour
makes good television.
It really does!!!!
Poor cunts are bent
over with the weight
of: conflict, politics,
gerrymanders,
corruption, religion,
the environment,
poor health/education,
zealotry, external
commercial interests, My dick is bigger than yours and
so much more.
Who are then are being told by External bigger swinging
dicks to give the food from their mouths and hand it to
those that glory in the
balance of gold and
fair trade.
We stand upon their
backs balanced.
We watch them on
our flat screens.
So the question begs.
Do we tell them and
apologise?
Or do we grind them
under our heels in the
quest to reach the last
life boat!
Let us turn our
conversation towards
the weather.
The poor will always
be a consequence
between religious and political and economic fanatic
wave troughs.
A storm front is brewing.
And now film of a drenched kitten in a life jacket.
Should l worry about my own sense of sanity?
Images: The Little Folks of Animal Land, Harry Whittier Frees, 1915
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evEn wilson kNoWs melbOUrne is nOT witHout his robiNSOnAde
thErEfore take coRn & peBbly crEeks in a biG warm hOuSE
when tiNy fingers exPlored teNDerly the sea
& dRINk its depths
iNTo hER heightS
thE bUs rEAched flanKed On eiTher sIDE
by sAnDStoNe bungAlows & coTtaGes & tall w0Oden tables
sHaded the roADs witH thEir spraWling
last niGht wE heard
everYthing in sLoW motion
till he bled
whoSE only answeR
O nO
yOUre a weird 0ld single guy whO smilES at kids
& heR mother feedS a diFferent kind of beaN to a former test crICkeTer
wAiting for a maGPiE knows exacTly what feaThers & fishhO0ks
& skY lights two chAirs the sOuth teRRace facing mountaiNs
exchaNGEable
whatever their pROPorTiOns paRKed
froNt eND to the seas dEsiRe
it wants to becomE air
& a fOotpath of light
& itseLF light
vERILy
dRAwn
with a fiNGEr in dust t0 thE riGhT of a litTle boat
have you rEnted
have you rEnTEd gRAViTAs & therefore fortiFIES the thiNking
oF the pEOple
moRe grasses
morE floWerS this egret staRTles
but no fence tUesday with total deVOtion eaGErLY desiROus
to bE reborn one stAR setting bEcomes a gALaxy 7 bIRd bEaKeD
cAmels 2 bird bEAkEd mOnkeys lumPs bUMps sKiNFoLds
infinitEsimal hairs oooOOOOO000000000ooooooom
& bReaK
y silk oR z gOLd
etC
& fall liKe fLoUrbAgs sINGS an aRiA
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by Paul Harper
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The good-looking young man
in fashionable leather shoes
by Gemma White

Entering the train to get home
I spot a good-looking young
man in ridiculously fashionable
leather shoes.
I purposefully sit parallel to him
perfect perving position, just to
see if anything will happen.
He is exactly my definition of
gorgeous;
slightly scruffy long brown hair
the colour of a walnut.
Brown eyes too.
But he is wearing the most
peculiar hat.
Something crossed between a
teacosy and a hat worn by a
homeless man.
I see him watching me sit
parallel to him.
In five minutes time, he will say,
in slight and surprising cockney:
“Excuse me, does this train go to
Flinders St?”

I will think ridiculously hard
for such a simple question.
In the split-second before
answering, my eyes will dart
to their left to double-check
the fluorescent words at the top
of the scrolling strip at the end
of the train. I will do this,
then look back to him with one
abrupt word on my lips: “Yes”.
And go back to reading Sylvia Plath.
Why offer more words than necessary,
I guess. I am tired. I am going home
from work. But internally, I curse.
Is even his good-lookingness
not enough to jolt me out of
my mundane routine long enough
to make extended conversation?
The ridiculously fashionable shoes
looked promising. But the teacosy
homeless man hat still worried me.
Instead of my singular ‘yes’
perhaps I should have said:
“Are you aware, Sir, that you

have a teacosy on your head?”
I am amused by this thought
and stifle the urge to giggle.
Instead I smirk profusely and try
to reread the same line of poetry.
Then I almost enter into one of
those awkward laughing fits
that sometimes overtakes me
in inappropriate public places;
like libraries, or on trains with
attractive young men nearby.
The nearby attractive young man
moves anyhow, walks further up
the train to check the map,
sits down (I can only see the
tea cosy now, from behind)
wanders back again, walks
past me. And then at some
stage, I go back to reading my
book, and I look up and realize
he’s gone.
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A small selection from

A flock of Clerihews
by Lucy Wilks

The Jay

The Gannet

Raises or lowers its crest as it may.
Its pinkish-brown and blue are courteous,
It’s hard to believe a crow its Garrulus glandarius

Is like a creature from another planet.
From elevated heights it spies invincibly
Submariners its diving palate devours delectably.

The Swallow

The Mistle Thrush

Your darting, twittering eye will follow.
The summer we owe it,
I almost see skating the face of the loch a poet.

Frequents the copse and the underbrush.
Should squally weather beset you,
Into the face of the tempest this
storm-cock will “churr” and will
“chick” to promote and abet you

The Bittern
Booms like the plucked lower strings of the cittern
Its bill pointed upwards resembles
A martyred and wary and singular reed that trembles
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The Flower Died
by Lindsay Learhinan

The Flower died... Nobody cried!....
Mother is that you?...Mother where are you?...
Come play hopscotch!... I can’t remember!...
I don’t remember!... Leave me alone!!
Dark room…squeaking door...Little rag doll…
falls to the floor…I don’t feel right!...
Please turn on the light!...Mother where are you?...
She lost her life too one night.
You can’t cry when you die!...
No-one hears you...when you die…alone!
The end of innocence…The end of life… The end...

Curt Cobain went insane...double barrel to his brain…
Date rape communicate someone should investigate…Be
a male...go to jail...Action works when words can fail…
Ding dong ring a bell...cat fell down the wishing well…
Ding dong sing a song I’m in love with Penny Wong…
Meat pie in the sky meet a girl and then you die...have
a fuck wish you luck…then you cry and wonder why…
Strange sack in a pack…sometimes there’s no turning
back...Twinkle Twinkle little Star...takes some drugs
and steals a car…take some time and make a rhyme
everybody’s doing time…take it back…drink the wine...
what’s mine is yours...what’s yours is mine...Beatniks new
tricks...every junkie needs a fix…Eat some marrow...shoot
a sparrow...everyone’s the straight and narrow…Pick my
brains…play your games…one of us must be insane…
Wage a war become a whore…sometimes you’re just a

fucking bore…Sing a song of sixpence who do you think
you are…you can’t fucking sing can’t ever win can’t even
play guitar…Can’t even write a song…You really don’t
belong…suck your brains right up your arms go suck your
fucking bong…Stay straight…emigrate…don’t forget to
fornicate…Shave your arse…you’ve got no class…go
stand at the back of class…Go to heaven…go to hell…
go jump down a wishing well…Who is right who is
wrong something only time will tell…Mesmerize hypnotise
you should be cut down to size…Things you say there
aint no way…Face mask…run a mile…nothing hides an
ugly smile…Fish net don’t forget I don’t care so what the
heck…Must give you a real big thrill wish wash makes
a kill…send them all the fucking bill…Heavens pennies
what a score…you always want a little more…Done and
dusted so step on me…I can’t stand you any more…Knick
knack paddy wack…you’re a failure in the sack…Always
moanin always phonin hope you’re never coming back…
Chris cross the albatross undercoat without the gloss…you
think you’re tuff and fucking ruff you are so mean I’ve had
enough…Ugly duckling has got an arse…ugly duckling
has no class…Helps no-one can’t help herself…should be
put back on the shelf…you’re all pain without the gain…
every day is just the same…all you do is play a game
pretty soon you’ll be insane…go walk down a country
road you’ve got a face just like toad…tell me where I
should begin…your whole life is one big Sin…Some
good flickered but then burnt out…you’ve really done a
turnabout…You think you know just where you’ve been
but in your heart you’re really mean.
The flower died…nobody cried…Mother is that you?
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Animal
Kingdom

Boson

Mappy

Kitt

Tui

by Janet de Longville

Puss

I grew up in a suburban animal kingdom in the 50’s and
60’s with two boys and two girls. Nobody ever drew a
gun but mother was always very keen on her long, long
strap. She had an unwritten law. One in, all in.
Of course, I thought that I caught the brunt of it most.
But that was a looooong time ago.
I remember lectures on the plant
and animal kingdoms and a vague
recollection of their Latin names. Once
learnt. Since forgotten.
At dusk there is bird life viewed from my
balcony. Small, green and red parrots
flitter and twitter from branch to branch.
Their arrival is followed by the screeching
yellow crested cockatoos as they soar
above the tall gums gliding in on air
currents as though they are saying
“We have arrived”. Have you ever
noticed how birds love windy days?
Dogs do too. But not cats. No thank you.
Children love to run and shout on windy
days but that’s another kind of animal
kingdom!

from a shelter. He was at the helm of our ship. One day
he climbed onto the roof of our building! Not surprisingly,
he only lived four years. Then came Mappy. He was
also black and white and was previously owned and
named by the Pet Shop lady. He loved to play all day
with the Burmese cat next door. He only lived two years.
By the time Puss came into my life I was
a seasoned owner and he lived till 16
years old. He had a white underbelly with
brown tabby markings on top. He was
my pride and joy. When I still had Puss,
Kitt came into my life. I just opened the
back door and there she was. Our eyes
met and I was hooked. The vet told me
she was a torte/tabby/cross. She was
my soul mate. In winter she slept under
the covers and kept me company on
nights when I was restless. Next came
Tui - a nine week old white tortoiseshell into the mix. And it was some mix! Three
cats proved to be my undoing and with
such a full house it reminded me of my
poor mother and her four kids. In both
households peace was often short-lived. Kitt died aged
14 and so Tui, now seven years, and I rattle around this
big flat together. I sometimes wonder if she dreams of a
playmate but it is soooo easy with just one cat. One of
her habits is nestling into the crook of my right arm and
when she purrs she sounds like a pigeon cooing. She is
the baby of the family and very special to me. Time spent
with a cat is never wasted as she makes this flat a home.
My birth daughter always said they were my babies.

Nobody ever
drew a gun
but mother
was always
very keen
on her long,
long strap.

The animal kingdom I know a little about is the feline
one. I think I must have been a female king Leonie in time
past. It wasn’t ‘til adulthood that I was able to realise my
childhood passion and I discovered that one cat just led
to another. Five in fact but only three at once!
First came Boson. He was black and white and came
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Bread, Truancy
and Horse Manure
John’s Story (part one)

As a kid I helped out the older brother
of a friend with his bread delivery
round on horse and cart from the
large bakery in Princes Street in Port
Melbourne. I got a couple of bob a
week. When this guy left I took over
his round even though I was only 13
years of age. I quit school and did the
baker round secretly without telling
my parents . My horse was a mare
called Energy. I would harness her
at the start of the day and at the end
of the round I would brush her down
and feed her. Those horses were
very well looked after, believe me!
We had a large round but we soon
knew every house because we had
to set the bread down on individual
doorsteps, window ledges anywhere
the people requested. We also
collected all their payments.
Eventually someone saw me and
dobbed me into my parents. They
wanted me to return to school of

course but I refused. Why should I?
I had a great job! So I continued my
round and paid my parents board
which helped them a bit because there
wasn’t much money around those
days and they had six kids. My father
had returned from the war in New
Guinea to his welding job and my
mother worked in a Coles Cafeteria.
There was a truancy officer who
chased me several times on his
bicycle but he was a big bloke and
not very good on the bike. Energy
and I would put on a turn of speed
and he could never catch me so he
had to give up. On Sundays I’d walk
several horses from the bakery stables
by their leads down to the sea for
a bathe. They loved the water and
would gambol and roll in the sand
like dogs. Most of the horses were
young but there was a guy with an
older horse who went to the city.
He’d lay bets with people as to how

exactly many times the horse would
drop manure on the route from the
City to Port. The horseshit routine
never varied and he won quite a bit
of money that way.
I did the bakery round for two or
three years but later took on a job
in the railways as a fireman on the
steam train running goods to Seymour
loading eight or nine tons of coal by
myself each way. More about that in
the next edition!
John Russell at 482 Williamstown Road
This is the first instalment of the
continuing story of John. In the next
edition we find out what happens when
John works on the steam trains….
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Skin in moonlight through our window
A pale midnight feast
While the suburbs sleep
Box Hill mid 99

Look out sailor! hands off the telephone
And no smoking in this gallery Hawksburn 99

And I’d like to know
Another half decent left winger gone
Gone for all money gone for the candle
Gone for the gold in the middle of the bed
The sands of your beach and the
winds across your deserts
Is breakfast in the laundromat
Early Sunday morning
July 447 R dale Rd

Mark Fraser

If only those moments
When your quiet arms
Gather me
And your wordless smile
Kisses me

I would bring them back
Box Hill mid 1999

In the desert of dreams
DC
Oasis’s are passed and found
DC
We hear hear clip clop sombrero
Am C Em
We say drive
I spy with my little eye
Something beginning with w
Windmill, windscreen wiper
Kids sing whispering leaving leaving

The road is straight
I have no children
I got me an horizon and a gaol
Kallista 2000

Half past three a.m.
A small plane drifts…
Coming closer takes forever
Then really quickly
Is gone
Just like us
Kallista 2012
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Have you ever been in this much trouble?
Robbo (Pete) from 482 Williamstown Road

Following Tarzan
Simon Sewell

My friend Craig and I were driving home in the ute from
the pub one night in a country town that shall remain
nameless. We’d had a few drinks and decided to take a
short cut across the goods railway line. We went through
a side gate and drove across the track but the front wheels
dropped into a hole on the other side and we bellied the
ute on the train track. Shit! In a sweat we jumped out and

He knew about Africa of course because as a boy he had
read the book Tarzan and seen the films.

…the train hit that ute and the
compressor on board with a bang that
could be heard in Istanbul…
started heaving desperately to lift the back wheels over the
track before the bloody freight train came.
The ute never budged an inch. I said to Craig, “Someone’s
coming with a torch; let’s ask for them for help.” Craig said,
“It’s not a bloody torch – it’s the goddam train!”
Christ, could this really be happening to us? We hadn’t
even time to get our dog out of the ute. Well, the train hit
that ute and the compressor on board with a bang that
could be heard in Istanbul. Sparks flew everywhere as
it was carried 600 metres down the line. We tore down
there. The first thing I did was search for our pup. In the
dark I reached into the crushed cavity that remained and
felt for the dog. I thought it was soaked in blood, but
when I pulled the pup out; it was only wet with urine
and uninjured although shaking like a leaf. Bizarrely, after
surviving a freight train, it ran across a back street the next
day and was killed.
The cab driver called down to us and told us to get up in the
cab with him. He saw that we’d been drinking. He said, ”You
guys are in serious, serious trouble. This area is going to be
swarming with railway cops in a few minutes. Better get
some black tea into you, and see if we can sober you up.”
So the driver started pouring black tea into us. Luckily the
first to turn up was the local town cop. He was a friend of
my fathers and knew me well. In fact he’d pulled me out of
a bad car accident once (someone else’s fault by the way).
I don’t know what he did but somehow he squared away
the breathalyser.
The place was soon covered in an army of railway staff.
Christ, we were in so much shit. The railways told us we
would be paying $80,000 in damages each! It took 14
hours to clear the track. The crash made headlines in the
local paper. Later there were cartoons all over the pub
about the event but at the time it was no laughing matter.
When it went to court it turned out that the gate we drove
though should not have been open and the railways were
at fault. In the end we got a $1500 fine each. Jesus, what
a relief!
These days I prefer to walk home from the pub.

Trouble was, he was told “there ain’t no tigers in Africa”
When he alighted from the airplane in Elizabeth, South
Africa, he noted that the airport was pretty much the like
the one he’d left behind in Australia. He booked into a
cheap hotel, pretty much like the one he had left recently
from in St Kilda and then went to a bar which was also
pretty much like the one he had left recently.
There he met the Jungle Man who offered to show him
the “real Africa”.
He handed his credit card to the Jungle man without
a murmur. An attractive English female journalist with
auburn hair and dark brown eyes also signed up. She
bubbled. When they climbed into the pick-up they met two
Japanese tourists wearing freshly bought safari jackets.
They headed off to the next major town, about two
hundred kilometres away but turned left on a dirt road
when they were halfway there. The pickup travelled
through lightly timbered countryside for an hour until they
came upon a small African village with timber and thatched
huts. Several people and the headman of the village
greeted them curiously.

“Get some sleep” said the Jungle Man.
“Tomorrow we go deeper in.”
The Jungle Man got out, spoke to the headman and handed
him a pouch of tobacco. The travellers were then treated
to a sweet warm drink from a pot on the campfire. They all
noted that the delicious drink made their tongues go numb
and not one declined when offered a second shot.
They then set off on foot crossing a rope bridge into
the woodlands where monkeys filled the trees and
jabbered incessantly. They beat their chests and it
sounded like drums.
“This is Tarzan country“someone said.
“Sure is “replied the Jungle Man.
When the small party returned to the village they were
offered a large hut with a campfire already lit. The Jungle
Man got a pot and some food from the pick-up and soon
a bush stew was bubbling nicely. Washed down with a
few bottles of South African wine.
Having eaten, they stretched out and lay on their backs
listening to the animal sounds in the dark, with fire
flickering and crackling softly.
They heard a thunderous roar from a lion unnervingly close by.
“Get some sleep” said the Jungle Man.
“Tomorrow we go deeper in.”
My geography is a bit out, I’ve never been to Africa,
but neither had Tarzan’s author when he wrote the book.
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Looks

Image Writing

Cats and dogs

Sir Sigmond Nigmour

(7 line verse)
by Brigitte Belcourt

by Anna Brandt

There’s a Dodge on my
strip. Heaving. The steer is
paired to the rut and the jet
is kissing. Like I said, it’s
on the main. Now I know
I spread this too, but this
one is practically mauve,
and they don’t make ways
in that thing, so they just
went next door, me? Like
no wings whatsoever, like
nothing but thyme. It’s near
that spray from the moss by
the never never, chime?
Now the only thing that
should be dark on a sleeper
these months is the deft of
a pacer, you ass, a turner. No
mess, I ping one. Or the skin
of a dump or a gem where
the beau is lifting a hyde and
has to fun it to jerk on a tail.
All the way he mows, just
to get fed. Or the straps,
they are the only thing that
should be said, or a rim, or
the back of a shield so that
the knights and the beams
don’t spark you out a prize.

Looks
Sir Sigmond Nigmour

Some animals!
By MaryGrace Levakis
It was malodorous with
disinfectant, perfume,
powder and perspiration.
How the cleaner felt
frustrated, with beads of
sweat trickling down her
face and arms. No matter
how much she cleaned the
surfaces of the walls and

In the park there are hallucinations
at night you can see statues moving
if you feel dizzy. I had visions
of statues moving. My head thumped
of visions and hallucinations. I took
something for my head that was thumping,
it was sound advice.

Fox
By MaryGrace Levakis

me out to a concert, even
though I would have loved
to have gone.

I hear the sound of cats
hissing
The spitting and then the
blood curdling wailing
follow
I draw nearer with caution,
curious
But still keeping a safe
distance.
I bear witness to two
females
Who have become feral.

“I’m too sore with arthritis,”
Part of me loved seeing Fox. I confessed.
He made me feel so young
We laughed about some
with his attentiveness. I
mismatched couples
loved his concern that I had
together.
a meal when I shook like
a leaf. I am a diabetic and
“What about you and him
suffer from a hypo when I
then? “An inner voice
go for long periods without
begged “Leave him to
eating. We had lots of
meet someone more
laughs together but dancing
appropriate. If you truly
was out as I have a walking
love Fox let him go”.
frame. He seemed to look
past the frame and saw the
I did so reluctantly. The
young lady I once was. Part
next time I saw Fox he
of me felt guilty for seeing
was at the beach holding
him. He is 40. I am 64. Old
a young lady’s hand. I was
enough to be his Mum. So
happy for him.
I said “No”when he asked

Glistening white teeth
bared
Foaming mouths and
tongues
Dripping with saliva.
Eyes bulging and bodies
tense
With every sinew and
nerve braced
For combat.
I creep slowly along,
fearful of
What I may encounter.
I sight two males become
Two murderous dogs.
Man and beast become one
Unable to be separated.

doors, dirty finger prints
would reappear, as if she’d
not cleaned them in the
first place.

washer woman, bed maker
and mender of clothes.

It was however a far better
job than her previous one
at Pearl’s Palace: supported
accommodation for the
deranged. Heavy smokers
continually paced the floor
dropping cigarette butts in
hallways and communal
areas. A gum less elderly
man drowsy from strong
prescription medication
suddenly dropped his lit
cigarette on the fabric
covered lounge chair. Thick

smoke quickly filled the
atmosphere of the upper
residential area. When
the fire alarm screeched
its warning, diligent staff
quickly removed the
smouldering chair out into
the car park.
The elderly patient was not
the only one with his floor
covered in cigarette butts,
nor the only one with his
bed quilt patterned with
burnt edged holes.
Sandy was required to do
more than simply clean
Pearl’s Palace. She was also

“Champ” she addressed
one big man diagnosed with
schizophrenia “be a sport
and hang these clothes on
the line for me.”
For completing the job she
paid him with a packet of
cigarettes.
“Some animals!” she
exclaimed picking up one
man’s shirt with a large tear
down the front. Its owner
had been fighting with
another resident who caused
the damage to the garment.
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Ugly at heart
by Dean Briggs

Ugly at heart.
Just the way it is.
Maybe came off
a sour nipple.
Maybe baby
bounced too early.
Definitely a victim of
early neuron pathway
underfunding.
Or simply a misunderstood prima donna.
No matter, you’re here.
Value your hurt
value the pain you live in
see that it’s commonplace
stop thinking that you’re
so special.

Look into the eyes
of strangers.
You will see
yourself there.
And in their eyes
will be reflected you.
A common heart there
lies always beating.
Beneath a common skin.
And in saying so all
that is left is hope.
Such a finite measure
on a human scale.
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This Moment
by John King

We buried dad
today, he would of
liked the stories that
were told.
No one stops to
listen to them, just
because you’re old.

People are too busy
with all their stress
and strife.

Running here and
there chasing down
our dreams.

It’s not till the race is
nearly over and our
dreams lie in tatters.

It’s funny how we
choose. How we
choose to live a life.

Everything so
important or that’s
the way it seems.

That we finally
realize what it is that
really matters.

Looking back,
looking forward.
We worked it out
somehow.
All we really have
is the here and now.
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Animal Farm by Wendy Butler
Picture this: you are in inner city, Collingwood, just five
miles from the G.P.O. You turn the corner into St. Heliers
St and you are in another world. On one side of the road
are the picturesquely derelict convent buildings, the other
side is densely treed and grassed, the year is 1982. A
time when older walking tracks, known only to the locals,
wind through long grass along the river’s edge and Greek
women forage for herbs and prepare food on the river
bank. In the early mornings fisherfolk light fires on the
rocks at Dwight’s fall and cook their catch, whilst tramps
on the river bank pull down their tents.
You walk to the end of the road where you see a horse
drawn cart full of children. You have reached animal kingdom
otherwise known as “Collingwood Children’s Farm”. The
farm was set up on land once farmed by the convent. Its
brief to be a backyard for
Collingwood youth by
involving them in the care
of animals and the running
of the farm.
It is home to Zorba:
the donkey, Chester:
the horse, cows, pigs,
rabbits, ducks, chooks,
goats, guinea pigs. All
up, about two hundred
animals. It is also home
to the unemployed and
unemployable and to
a small band of school
waggers and early leavers who don’t fit into the system.
It is these kids I want to focus on.
It was inevitable that my son would end up here. He had
made history at the child care centre, when at age three
he had absconded and walked home. His wagging career
continued throughout primary and community school.
Despite dire predictions from the teachers, he was never
in any trouble. He taught himself to read and would take
himself off to bookshops and libraries and spend half the
day reading.
In Queensland we lived on a property with a horse and
Lance (my son), with his mate would take their horses to
the rainforest and picnic and read. When the local Head
Master threatened massive fines, with the possibilities
of Lance being placed in care, we fled back to Melbourne.
It was then that I heard of a farm, with free riding classes.
Soon, true to form, Lance, now aged ten, was walking
from Fitzroy to Collingwood daily.
At this time, farm entry was free and there was a policy of
not reporting waggers. What an education! They learnt to
ride and care for horses, helped with the building, clearing of
paddocks, gardening, milking cows and looking after all the
animals. In addition, they assisted with school groups and
visitors. The kids were involved in fund raisers and in decision
making through representation on the farm committee.

At fifteen, Lance was teaching eleven and twelve year
olds how to ride and care for horses. Helping to supervise
school groups and representing the kids in the committee.
By now he had a formal contract with the Collingwood
Educational Centre, and in their words: “…the teachers and
workers at the farm found his attitude and work at the farm,
with younger students and animals to be outstanding’ and
“was important enough to warrant him being given special
permission to spend one day a week at the farm”. How
much more constructive than threats or fines.
Over time, some things changed. Visitors fees were
introduced, but the locals could still wander in freely.
The one thing which never changed was the emphasis
on interaction with animals: milking, exercising the horses
after school, trail rides along the river bank and swimming
with the horses at
Dwight’s falls. My son
learnt to drive a cart and
in the early years it was a
common sight to see the
cart driving around the
streets of Collingwood
and participating in the
Smith Street Festival. One
year the farm had a float
in the Moomba parade
with all the children
costumed as animals.
Another year we all stayed
overnight at the Royal
Melbourne Show. By now we were living just five minutes
from the farm and because of this proximity, Lance would
often stay overnight to assist with birthing of animals. On
one memorable occasion, we housed and bottle fed a new
born donkey in our bathroom.
When I read about proposals to fine parents of school
wagers and withdraw parenting allowances, I think of how
lucky Lance was to find the farm, and I’m wondering if
they’ve considered the consequences: parents not being
able to pay rent and ending up on the streets and their
kids ending up in care. By penalising the parents, you
penalise the child. Most kids wagging school are not doing
it because their parents are drunk or drugging or negligent
or because they are ‘bad seeds’. There are many reasons
why kids wag – lack of stimulation, irrelevant curriculums,
learning problems and bullying by kids and teachers.
That long ago group of “farm children” are living proof
that kids who wag do not, automatically get into trouble,
and are not automatically disadvantaged. Under current
proposals they would probably have ended up in care
.Instead of punitive measures, we need safe places where
young people who don’t fit into the system, can hang out
until they are ready to re-enter the mainstream.
P.S. Lance is now into the second year of a of a three year term on
a consultative committee, he owes this job to references of his work
with children at the Collingwood Children’s Farm, and, to his years
on the management committee.
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Setting the standard for
rooming houses
Rooming house operators must make sure the
properties they run are registered with the local
council and meet certain minimum standards.
These are legal requirements.

Legally, a rooming house is a building where:
•	
one or more rooms is available for rent, and
•	
the total number of people who may occupy those
rooms is four or more.
As a rooming house resident, you have the right to live
in a safe, clean and secure home.
For example, a rooming house must have:
	at least one toilet, bath/shower and one wash basin
for every 10 people
•	
drinking water fit for human consumption
•	
a continuous and adequate supply of hot and cold water
•	
regular rubbish bin collection
•	
the bed linen (if supplied) changed weekly.
•

A rooming house must also have:
	appropriate fire safety measures
(such as smoke alarms or sprinklers)
•	
signs and lighting (such as emergency lighting)
•	
enough space in residents’ rooms to avoid overcrowding.

The standards cover items including:
	residents’ rooms – locks, power outlets and windows
	bathrooms – locks
•	
kitchens – food preparation areas, sinks, ovens, cooktops, refrigerators and lockable food storage cupboards
•	
dining facilities – chairs and tables
•	
shared laundries – hot and cold water supply, space for
washing machine, clothes drying facilities
•	
general rooming house standards – evacuation diagrams,
lighting (natural and artificial), ventilation, circuit breakers,
security of external windows, security of entrances
•	
records – gas and electrical safety checks
•
•

You can find the full list of the additional minimum
standards at consumer.vic.gov.au/minimumstandards.
Consumer Affairs Victoria provides information and advice
about your rights and duties in rooming houses.

•

Some of these requirements may depend on the size and
type of rooming house.
From 31 March 2013, rooming house operators will
have to make sure their properties meet additional
minimum standards.

We also publish Rooming houses: A guide for residents
and operators, available at consumer.vic.gov.au (go to
‘Forms and publications’, then ‘Renting’). You can request a
copy by calling Consumer Affairs Victoria on 1300 55 81 81.
You can also get advice and assistance from the Tenants
Union of Victoria by calling 9416 2577; if you live in
Melbourne’s south-east, contact the Peninsula Community
Legal Centre on 9783 3600.
You can also help Consumer Affairs Victoria identify
unregistered and sub-standard rooming houses. You do
not need to give your name. Call 1300 365 814.

Writing Workshops
Our weekly writing workshops happen every Tuesday 1:30 – 3:30.
The workshops are free and held in the community room of
St Kilda Library, 150 Carlisle St. You don’t need to book or ring,
just turn up with paper and a pen.
It’s a great way to explore and polish your writing skills with
a friendly bunch of people, amazing tutors and afternoon tea.
So please drop in.
For more information call Philippa on 0413 024 528

#51
How about becoming a friend of Roomers?
For as little as $40 per year you can help Roomers keep going.
We are always in search of funds to continue publishing Roomers as
a quarterly magazine and running weekly creative writing workshops.
Friends of Roomers receive:
4 copies of Roomers posted annually
Invitations to any spoken word/performances and launches
Your name listed in the friends section of the magazine
A warm and fuzzy feeling in your belly
Individual (low income): $40 per year
Individual (cashed up): $50 per year
Not for profit organisations: $60 per year
Others: $90 per year

We want you!
We want your stories and poems and songs and articles
and musings and photos and artwork…
And we want them now.
When you send things in please include your name and address so
we can contact you. We never print people’s addresses and you can
be anonymous if you like a little mystery in your life.
Contact Philippa Armstrong on 0413 024 528
or leave a message on 9531 1954 or write to
PO Box 57 Elwood 3184 or send us an email
roomersmag@yahoo.com.au

